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of being trapped is a common
cause of school refusal, with
reports suggesting that up to
100,000 school-aged children
across England avoid going to
school each year. A new report by
Alder Hey Children's Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust will use the
findings of the National Children's
Bureau's cohort study to develop
a model of effective therapy to
help children find safe methods to
deal with their fear of being
trapped. Funded by the National
Institute for Health Research, the
study is looking at children with a
high fear of being trapped who do
not want to attend school and are
unwilling to attend alternative
arrangements, such as school3 / 11

based work or extracurricular
activities. More than 40,000
children in England are estimated
to avoid going to school each year
because of fear of being trapped,
which is a common fear among
children with autism spectrum
disorder, anxiety and obsessive
compulsive disorder. 'Education is
a powerful tool for social and
emotional wellbeing,' said leading
trauma expert Professor Jackie
Lythgoe of Alder Hey Children's
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust.
'We have found that treatment
based on this model results in
improved academic outcomes
compared to those of children
who receive medication, a 'waitand-see' approach or receive
treatment that is not evidencebased. 'Previous studies have
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shown that fear of being trapped
is so damaging to the child's
emotional health that social
intervention is probably better
than the use of medications. Our
results will aid the development of
effective education interventions
for children who avoid learning
due to fear of being trapped.' Dr
Sandra O'Connor, clinical director
for children and young
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Baekdal - A New Piece of the
MusicEvaluating a new score
system to predict post-surgery
complications in patients
undergoing radical
prostatectomy. To develop and
evaluate a new score system to
predict post-surgery
complications after radical
prostatectomy. Radical
prostatectomy is the primary
treatment for localized prostate
cancer. Many patients experience
post-surgery complications after
surgery, and many of these
complications are severe and
even life-threatening. A new score
system was developed using a
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consensus-based method with an
expert panel of clinicians to
assess the association of postsurgery complications with their
severity. The new score was then
compared with existing scoring
systems to determine its
predictive value for the
complications. Using a consensusbased method with an expert
panel, we developed a new score
system to evaluate the level of
harm of post-surgery
complications. The new score
system uses a simple system of
ordinal scoring. The new score
comprised seven complications
that were categorized into two
groups based on their level of
severity. We then assessed the
predictive ability of the new score
system for post-surgery
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complications, using Cox's
proportional hazards regression
model to predict the risk of each
complication. The agreement
between the new score system
and existing scores was assessed
using the kappa statistic. The new
score system has proved to be
useful in predicting several postsurgery complications in patients
undergoing radical
prostatectomy. The new score
system had a higher overall
agreement with existing scores
than did the Memorial SloanKettering Cancer Center and the
American Urological Association
(AUA) instruments. The new score
system had the highest overall
agreement for the'resumption of
urinary function' and 'urinary
leakage' complications, as well as
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the 'urinary incontinence' and
'leakage' complications. We also
evaluated the adverse effects of
undergoing radical
prostatectomy. The new score
system was an effective indicator
of post-surgery complications and
demonstrated a trend towards
better predictive ability than the
existing scoring systems. Our new
score system can play an
important role in evaluating the
complication rates and in
counseling patients on their
surgical risks.This invention
relates to improved lithium ion
cells and methods of producing
same. Batteries play an important
role in electronics and in the
emerging electric vehicle (EV)
market. Lithium ion batteries
have the highest energy density
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of all available cell chemistries.
With the advent of lithium ion
batteries, significant research has
gone into the development of
lithium ion cells. Lithium ion cells
contain three basic components:
(a 6d1f23a050
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